Flexible online NZQA
qualifications for the
workplace.
Contact us to
upskill your
team now.
NZQA
Accredited
Personal Development
Specifically developed for existing & aspiring
managers who are wishing to develop their skills
& knowledge to further their careers.
What is a Micro-credential?
A small & highly practical qualification focused on the development of competencies & skills that can
be immediately applied in the workplace. Unlike lots of training courses on the market, a Microcredential is a perfect way to certify achievement & develop new skills with an NZQA qualification at
the end of it.
Why choose ITC Study From Work?
We have been providing quality online education for over 25 years. Completing ITC’s Microcredentials will enable employees to develop skills to be highly effective in their current role as well
as preparing them to work in different roles in the future. ITC’s customers advise that our
qualifications increase staff retention, reward & recognise employees & develop them into highly
competent leaders & managers. Throughout the process every learner will enjoy the support &
guidance of our experienced online learning team & work at a pace that suits your employees & the
demands of their roles. Monitor everyone’s progress via our performance dashboard.
Who would benefit from this?
Any aspiring employee who could contribute more to your business & would make a future leader or
manager. Existing managers in your business with a desire to learn & improve their knowledge and
skills.
Online Options - $825+GST per person, per Micro-credential
Human Resources, People & Culture
Management & Strategic Planning
Financial Planning & Analysis
Communication Management
For more information regarding the above Micro-credentials
please read overleaf or visit our website.

To help upskill your team, contact Ceri Jenkins ceri@itc.co.nz or 021 623753
www.studyfromwork.com

Qualifications Overview
Human Resources, People & Culture

The aim is to enable learners to manage workplace practices required in a range of working environments
including: role & functions of human resource management, self-management, effective time & task
management & compliance with relevant acts and legislation.
Successful completion of this micro-credential will enable a learner to:
Analyse task management within a customer service context & the importance of high quality service
Examine how self-management techniques & effective time management can be applied to maximise
the potential of successfully achieving objectives.
Develop a personal development plan, assess personal strengths, weaknesses, opportunities & threats.
Outline & discuss the implications of legislation & regulations relevant to the NZ workplace practices.
Define Human Resource Management & outline the functions of HR within the culture of an organisation.

Management & Strategic Planning

Learners will develop an in-depth understanding of the role & function of management, & the processes
applied in operating environments to ensure business success. Candidates will recognise the importance of
strategic planning for long term business success, & to identify the steps in the strategic planning process
including analysis of operating environments.
Successful completion of this micro-credential will enable a learner to:
Analyse management theories & illustrate how they can be applied in real-world situations.
Evaluate the effectiveness of commonly used organisational structures in a New Zealand environment.
Examine & describe the management role, function & managerial skills needed within a business.
Describe the strategic planning process & evaluate the different analytical tools that can assist in plan
formulation.
Critically evaluate a strategic plan & ascertain its suitability for achieving business objectives.

Financial Planning & Analysis

Learners will acquire knowledge, skills & techniques that will enable them to analyse & interpret financial
information. They will gain an understanding of how the accurate interpretation & analysis of accounting
information is critically important to the success of businesses. This subject looks at the importance of
costs, volume & profit reports, balance sheets, profit & loss & cash flow statements & their application in
the management decision-making processes used within businesses.
Successful completion of this micro-credential will enable a learner to:
Analyse the use of management accounting information as a decision-making tool
Examine the importance of costs, volume & profit reports for management decision-making. Define &
analyse a balance sheet to identify its purpose & components.
Outline & interpret a profit and loss statement to identify its purpose and components. Define & analyse
a cash flow statement to identify its purpose & components.
Outline & discuss the budget setting process for developing objectives & long-term planning in the
business environment.

Communication Management

Learners will acquire an overall understanding of communication skills theory & practice. They will be able
to evaluate & analyse workplace communication processes & explain the importance of effective
communication for successful business operations. This subject enables learners to apply effective
communication skills in order to communicate with diverse audiences, & apply an analytical framework to
identify solutions for cross-cultural & diversity issues in a business environment. Effective solutions will be
identified for cross-cultural & diversity issues to improve organisational performance.
Successful completion of this micro-credential will enable a learner to:
Develop an external communication procedure for a business to outline appropriate channels &
standards.
Analyse & evaluate communication procedures & standards to support a business.
Assess the challenges of cross-culture & diversity in a business environment to contextualise possible
issues.
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